A new test for screening color vision: concurrent validity and utility.
Recognizing the need for an effective test for screening color vision in young children, we have developed a new pseudoisochromatic (PIC) plate test which is useful for a wide variety of observers at different ages. The test consists of four plates and responses can be used to categorize color vision as normal or as either red-green or blue-yellow defective. Results of this validation study with adults, both color normal and red-green defective, show a high degree of correlation between the new test and the Nagel anomaloscope: there were no false positives and only a few false negatives, which occurred with mild deuteranomalous observers. The validity of the test compares favorably to the Ishihara, F-2, and the AO-HRR screening plates. Results with toddlers (3 to 6 years) indicate that the task demands of the test are well suited for testing young children. The percentage of color defectives identified in the toddler sample using the new test is closer to the adult prevalence than results obtained with the F-2 and AO-HRR screening plates, which gave dramatically higher failure rates. The new test is culture-free and can be administered rapidly to both verbal and nonverbal observers using pointing or preferential looking.